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Why should Commercial Real Estate (“CRE”) investors
have urban industrial properties in their portfolio?

Industrial real estate has become the primary
focus for many CRE investors as consumers’
spending habits continue to evolve. As we
have seen through increased online retail
transactions year over year, the graph below
indicates online consumer spending rose 14.3
percent [1] in 2018:

More and more shoppers are buying everything
from groceries to office supplies online,
replacing trips to traditional brick & mortar
shops with online clicks. With the increasing
demand to fulfill online shopping orders,
commercial distribution storage facilities are
experiencing increasing demand. In response
to consumers making more online purchases,
industrial distribution center users are looking
for locations situated closer to the consumer
as the need for shorter delivery periods are
pressures from increased competition.
Amazon has been leading the online logistics
industry with Amazon Prime, guaranteeing twoday deliveries. In the continued push to meet
consumers’ need for 'immediate satisfaction,'
Amazon recently launched Amazon Now, a
service guaranteeing delivery in two hours,

which has launched in cities such as New York,
Miami and Baltimore [2]. If a 2-hour window
were not soon enough, Amazon is also testing a
service called Amazon Prime Air, which
incorporates drone deliveries and promises to
deliver packages within 30 minutes [3]. In order
for industrial real estate owners to compete in
today’s rapidly changing consumer
environment, distribution facilities need to be
located, designed, and technologically
integrated to meet the needs of online
retailers.
“Two-thirds of the global population will live in
cities by 2050,” UN says [4]. Although being
close to the consumer is ideal, land in major
cities typically comes at a steeper price than in
less densely populated areas. The graph below
shows the trend of people living in rural areas
compared to urban areas overtime from 1960 –
2017. The red and blue dotted line represent
urban and rural global population growth
respectively [5].

If trends continue, prices will continue to rise
over time as the demand for city living
increases and the supply of developable urban
land diminishes.
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A case recent study covering the New York
City market indicated, “The rise of e-commerce
and same-day delivery is ramping up… demand
is colliding with the city’s chronic land shortage
— and city restrictions aimed at easing traffic
congestion — leading some property
developers to plan multi-story warehouses”
[6].
The multistory warehouse is the developer’s
answer to urban area’s land shortage, however
more expensive land equates to higher
development costs per square foot. As a
result, these industrial developers must charge
prospective tenants higher rental rates PSF in
order to make these urban distribution center
developments viable.
According to a recent article published by
American Realty Advisors, industrial income
grew 33% since the economic downturn in
2007 [7], indicating an economically healthier
industry and as a result, better quality credit
tenants.
Lower default rates coupled with the ability to
produce more stable income have been one of
the driving factors for compressed yield rates
for industrial CRE market. The following table
highlights the National Industrial yield rates as
of Q2 2007 to Q3 2019 [8]:

Yield Rates for industrial property
decreased 147 basis points nationally,
signaling increasing industrial real estate
prices. It should be noted, both AAA and
BBB rating tenants have also decreased
in yield rates, indicating lower risk
associated with these asset types.
In conclusion, urban industrial property
owners are fundamentally positioned to
benefit from growth factors from both
increasing urban population trends and
increased online consumer shopping.
With industrial tenant users earning
more income year over year, these
tenants are more likely to sign long term
leases and will be able to afford the
increasing rental rates that are a factor
of increased demand and lack of supply
for urban industrial buildings.
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ADDENDUM

*Below is a sample of regional and national industrial comps. SREA believes pricing for new
construction distribution space is within the low to mid-teens per square foot NNN.
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ABOUT STOCKTON REAL ESTATE ADVISORS
Stockton Real Estate Advisors (“SREA”) is based in Philadelphia and is one of the Mid-Atlantic
region’s leading commercial real estate firms. SREA provides strategic and innovative solutions to
meet our clients’ business objectives. We offer a wide range of commercial real estate services
including corporate advisory services, tenant and landlord representation, direct investments and
asset management services in office, industrial, multi-family residential and mixed-use property
sectors. Our clients include real estate investment trusts, institutional owners, fund managers, nonprofit organizations, corporations and individuals.
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